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The Rapid Growth of Online Casino Gaming in Canada
The Canadian online gaming industry estimates gross sales of $ 31 billion a year and services
purchased $ 14 billion a year.

The widespread adoption of gaming technology on mobile devices, especially iOS and Android
smartphones and tablets, has greatly contributed to the popularity of online gaming.

Secure high-speed Internet services with the development of 4G and 5G are rapidly following the
online gaming industry in Canada and North America.

Maple players can easily take advantage of the wealth of online casino games (slot, card, table and
live games) available at well-known online casinos in Canadian cyberspace.

Please note that the Government of Canada will leave it up to each province to determine the
legality of online gambling. A similar trend can be observed in the United States when the federal
government allows each state to decide whether or not to regulate online gambling.

Some Canadian provinces have opted for a banned approach to online gambling, while others have
done so. The launch of online games in Canada is developing slowly. Provincial lawmakers
recognize the importance of generating revenue from regulated online games, as opposed to the
untaxed operation of the black market. A strong emphasis on global legislation to facilitate online
gambling is now a daily routine. Quebec is the leader in iGaming. Further assistance to Canadian
and French players are comparison sites that offer French-speaking online casino Canada platforms
that are legally licensed. Use the link to learn more on the subject of legitimate online gaming.

This move has encouraged other Canadian provinces to follow suit. While steps often take time,
other Canadian provinces, such as Alberta, Ontario, Manitoba, and others, relax in their attitudes
toward online gaming. Operators who want to start a business in Canada and maintain legitimate
online gaming services are not so flexible. Currently, most (regulators, entrepreneurs, and
government agencies) understand that people have moved from land games to online games, as
well as from traditional retail to online shopping.

Canadian and French-speaking players shouldn’t think about switching from land-based casinos to
online casinos. Compared to a land-based casino, turning on a PC, Mac, Android, or iOS and
playing real money casino games is much cheaper, easier, and more convenient. These are the
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limits of stationary buildings: they are expensive to install and maintain and are limited in the
number of people they can attract.

Rapid and unprecedented growth in the Canadian province

We are seeing advanced games at high speed, with real money gaming apps available to older
players across the country. The world is at the beginning of a spectacular and unprecedented
development in the field of online games. The cool aspects of this casino game are clear to
everyone thanks to powerful software developers like Playtech, NetEnt, Microgaming, Evolution
and others. Statistics show that there are more than 100 casinos online and available legally in
Canada.

The best online casinos

The standard traditional games have now become overrun by fantastic merges with the sport
betting sector of the industry and additions of lottery games. This includes sports betting, horse
racing, bingo and lottery. There are currently no casinos in Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick
or Labrador. There are many good casinos in Toronto and the province of Ontario, including The
Stars Group. The province also accounts for 43% of all game revenue generated in Canada and is
the country’s highest growth percentage. Ontario offers online lotteries, multiple casinos, and
online sports betting in the province.

The other major Canadian provinces are Quebec and British Columbia. Quebec ranks second
behind Ontario and experienced strong growth in online lottery sales and sales of 5% in 2017,
although the number of casino games increased by only 2% during the same year. The rapid
growth of online gaming is proof of a base of emerging players who need these services.

British Columbia is also becoming increasingly popular in the online gaming industry. Although its
population is much smaller than that of Quebec, its market is more robust. Although the Canadian
market is certainly a fraction of the American market, countries cannot be compared in terms of
market size. The Canadian population is a fraction of the American population, but there are many
important parallels and lessons between these neighbors.

The rapid growth of online gambling is effectively supported by innovations on casino sites.
Deposits and withdrawals are possible faster than before. The games are loaded immediately and
played directly in the browser without downloading. The most popular payment processing options
in Canada are Visa, MasterCard, Interac and cryptocurrency. The gaming platform supports many
of these payment methods, making it a more user-friendly experience. Until online casinos
advertise illegally in areas where online gambling is illegal, all systems work. The CGA released a
report in 2019 on the economic benefits of the gaming industry in Canada. This study shows that
legalized games have $ 16.1 billion in revenue whereas ‘non-gambling’ revenue of $ 17.1 billion.
This sector generates $ 9.2 billion annually and creates jobs for 182,500 full-time employees.

All trends indicate growth in the Canadian gaming industry, which also includes online gaming
activities. Ontario leads economic benefits, British Columbia second, third in Quebec and Alberta
fourth. The Canadian online gaming industry is growing steadily around the world, although the
absolute numbers are significantly lower than those of its neighbors to the south. Still the signs are
massively positive for all involved.
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